






































































Thirteen　 Rulea　 for　 Maximum　 Classroom　 Speaking












































































　　　　　 Rule　 7:Give　 students　 time　 to　 get　 acquainted.　 Far
more　 important　than　student-teacher　rapport,　工　fee!,　is　the
rapport　they　develop　with　other　students　in　the　class.　　 Our







































































































































seldom　we　acknowledge　 their　diversity!　 Acknowledging　 various
correcし　answers　 increases　students'　tolerance　of　ambiguit二y,　an
important　skill　for　increasing　competence　in　intercultural
































































　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　 ▼
is　doing　the　creative　acし?"　Jazz　chants　may　have　been　fun　to
create,　but　in　the　classroom　there　is　very　little　about　them
that's　creative　for　the　student.　Some　of　my　favorite　and　most
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creative　classroom　ideas　were　just　that--creative　on　the　teacher
end　and　rule-encumbered　on　the　student　end.　A　further
evaluative　tool　is　the　question,　"What　are　the　students　being
creative　with?"　Do　you　ever　give　them　a　chance　to　be　creative
wit二h　language　(and　therefore　make　mistakes　or　come　up　with　a
product　that's　not　what　you　expected　or　asked　for),　or　are　you
asking　them　to　be　creative　with　colored　pencils　but　not　with
language?　　And　finally,　remember　that　those　whose　creativity　is
less　developed　need　rewards　for　creativity　if　it　is　to　grow,
It's　all　too　easy　to　ask　for　creativity　and　then　grade　on
accuracy.
　　　　　Ask　for　dep亡h.　 This　final　point　relates　to　extended　work
of　any　kind,　such　as　dialogue　projects,　speeches,　or　written
work.　 Last　year,　I　added　a　column　to　my　evaluation　form　called
depth　of　con亡ent・Itss　 not　creativity,　it°s　not　grammar,　not
accuracy　or　fユuency。　　工t　simply　asks　them　to　think　deep　thoughts
and　put　them　 in　their　work.　 If　there　seems　to　be　something
missing　 from　your　students'　work,　maybe　it's　because　you　haven't
asked　for　depth.　 In　an　educational　system　where　evaluation
　 　 ロ　　　　　　　　コ
criteria　are　rarely　defined,　students　who　are　given　criteria
seem　to　take　them　quite　literally.　 There　are　deep　thoughts　out
there。　 Ask,　and　ye　shall　receive.　　Then　be,　perhaps,　t二he　first
teacher　to　give　your　students　a　deep-thought　gold　star.
Conclusion
　　　　　In　all,　these　13　rules　have　helped　me　create　an　atmosphere
which　challenges　studenしs　to　speak　by　challenging　them　t二〇　find
something　that　they　want　to　say.　 By　reminding　myself　of　these
rules　throughout　the　school　year,　I　prevent　myself　from　falling
back　on　worn-out　stereotypes　about　Japanese　classroom　behavior .
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By　using　these　 rules　I　have　been　able　to　both　gain　greater
compassion　for　students　and　open　students'　eyes　to　their　own
English-speaking　 potential.　 These　13　rules　have　allowed　me　to
offer　students　that　which　they　truly　want:　 the　chance　to　speak
and　to　be　understood.
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